Abstract - Over the past decade speech and language therapy has taken an interesting turn towards the use of information communication technologies (ICTs) for diagnosis of disorders and delivery of therapy. In many cases ICTs have worked as assistive tools to therapists, while in others as sole providers of therapy, especially in remote areas. In this report we provide a brief overview of the most representative articles for applications and assistive technologies used for assessment and intervention purposes in Speech Therapy according to the type of disorders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech has always been the most natural and most frequently used mean of human communication with the role of fulfilling the information transmission between individuals [1]. In that direction, the speech and language therapy profession has expanded rapidly, especially over the past 30 years, with complex clinical education and practices, while recently making use of available Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) [2].

ICT in speech therapy can be used as a real clinical tool for diagnosis and intervention and so far includes web-based content, simulations and microworlds, adaptive systems, intelligent tutoring systems, virtual reality, handheld and mobile devices, virtual learning environments as well as tele-health [3].

The literature refers to the positive impact of ICT usage in children and adults with deficient speech and language skills. Research on the ICT usage for assessment, support and rehabilitation of communication disorders have revealed positive results in disorders caused by neurological conditions, autism, hearing impairment and acquired speech and language disorders [4].

Through the use of ICTs, therapists are given the possibility to assist their own clinical competences along with assistive technology so as to provide their patients with the most integrated therapy plans, in a flexible and innovative way. Moreover, they can be used as measurement instruments to promote research on the field of Speech Therapy [3, 4].

In this report we make an overview of the most popular applications that are used for assessment and intervention purposes of speech and language disorders both in children and adults. For presenting the ICTs in Speech Therapy, we have created a map consisting of two main categories: assessment and intervention. The first one includes assessment tools for adults and for children, while the second one is divided in sections according to the type of disorders.

II. ICTS IN ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Early diagnosis of speech and language disorders, in either children or adults, is of prime importance for any Speech and Language Therapist and the key to good chances for comprehensive rehabilitation. Waiting for speech deficiencies to decline by themselves may be proven hazardous and could result in poor communication skills, as well as damaged psychology and self-esteem. As Speech Therapy can sometimes be time-consuming and laborious for both therapists and patients, intelligent diagnosis and therapy systems have been created as a way to enhance language therapy efficiency [5].

“Telelogos”, which was introduced by [6], is an “easy to use” web-based tool that allows SLTs to evaluate and find the optimum treatment for each patient. The system offers an alternative approach to remote and technology-assisted SLT and evaluates children through speech therapy, as well as learning disabilities tests. Furthermore, it allows communication with paralyzed, speech-impaired patients, teaches them to write, evaluates phonological awareness and maturity, and can also be used as a communicator between two disabled children.

In 2006, reference [7] introduced a PC-based integrated aid tool for the assessment and analysis of voice disorders. This tele-diagnosis software package is called “Diagnosis of Voice Disorders (DoVd)” and integrates the techniques of endoscopy, perceptual evaluation of voice and acoustic analysis in two main applications. The first one —“MedivozCaptura” —records the signals involved in speech production, while the second —“WPCVox”— analyses them, thus objectively measuring their quality. The software, specially designed for use on a PC, proposes a large voice and endoscopic image database that could be shared and used for research purposes.

Reference [8] conducted a research on patients with aphasia to identify whether there would be a difference on the results between the standardized face-to-face language assessment and a real-time telerhabilitation via video conferencing. A total of 32 aphasis patients, were examined by two Speech and Language Pathologists under the two conditions, in order to determine the influence of severity of language impairment on the ability to assess language skills. Results suggested that, even though the severity of aphasia challenges the assessment via telerhabilitation, yet it does not have an impact on the accuracy of the assessment results. Some subtests may be more arduous via telerhabilitation, due
to difficulties such as audio and video quality deterioration; however these could be eliminated with the use of higher bandwidths.

Ref. [9] presented the results of their research regarding the intelligibility of dysarthric speakers. Their paper describes the development of a model providing reliable phoneme intelligibility scores calculated from three different types of intelligibility models, namely models using phonemic features, or phonological features or a combination of the both, which occurred from alignments between the speech and the typical phonetic transcription of what the speaker was meant to say. 10550 recordings of consonant–vowel–consonant words were produced by 51 control speakers and 160 speakers with all types of dysarthria, with severity ranging from mild to severe. The findings of the study were reliable and objective enough to be used in a clinical tool.

Ref. [10] experimented on extraction of speech characteristics from clients’ speech, that were recorded over a telephone, in order to develop an early screening system for cognitive decline. Those speech characteristics were compared and have been found similar to those extracted from recordings made in controlled environment. Results have shown that remotely recorded speech characteristics can be, will little algorithmic changes, reliable enough to be used in monitoring the onset and intervening on cognitive decline of aging people.

Ref. [11] introduced an internet based Speech Pathology Diagnostic Expert System in Greek, named APLO, suitable for assessing the oral language abilities of children aged between four and seven. The development methodology of this system is modeled and represented by a hybrid approach that integrates symbolic rules with neural networks providing indicators of disorder classification. The tool evaluates the answers of the user and provides a list of weaknesses or disorders located. The SLP can use this feedback to plan therapy or learning tasks and support speech and language issues.

III. ICTs IN INTERVENTION PROSEDURES

Assistive software has also found great use on intervention in people with speech and language disabilities, neurological disorders –genetic or acquired–, hearing impairment as well as autism spectrum disorders. ICTs in intervention should be designed in accordance to the disability, in an easy and understandable manner for the user aiming at allowing speakers to achieve the highest speech, language and cognitive performances possible [12, 13].

A. Autism Spectrum Disorders

Ref. [14] examines the addition of an affective/emotional dimension in the computer-aided learning or instruction methods (CAL/CAI systems) for handling autism interventions. This attachment is aiming at enhancing and mediating the teacher-child educational process with various interaction forms that are in accordance with the level of disability of the autistic person. The systems gives the instructions in form of an affective avatar, or synthesized speech (in Greek), or written in the screen or a combination of all three. For better recognition, Makaton symbols are presented together with the real images. The avatar responds to the child’s actions by expressing emotions appropriate to each situation, imitating those of the teachers in similar situations. The system also allows the recording of the learning process of each child for further statistical analysis.

Ref. [15] evaluates the implementation of ACALPA edutainment platform for autistic children. The platform uses an affective avatar, synthesized speech and multimedia content (videos, images and sounds) aiming at supporting and facilitating the teacher-child interaction. The platform uses more and less complex modules, according to the child’s capacities, with each one of them focusing on a specific learning domain. The results of the evaluation indicate that the avatar actually advances the educational process.

Ref. [16] describes a novel design prototype for teaching children with ASD, from preschoolers to 4th grade students, facial expression recognition, called Facial Expression Wonderland (FEW). Training is succeeded through playing a computer game based on the film ‘Alice in Wonderland’ comprised of three different training levels, with voice instructions. In order to move to the next level, children have to clear all tasks of each level.

Reference [17], through a long-term study, reports on the benefits of using the TROCAS customized platform which is a message board designed to support visual, auditory and context information. In a very simple way, this platform allows autistic children to share opinions with others through the use of “Like” and “Dislike” buttons, view other children’s opinions and exchange messages. Study results have shown significant and consistent changes in students’ communication patterns.

In their article, [18] present the use of a virtual reality application in autism treatment using 3D virtual pink dolphins in a 3D dolphinarium. This learning activity system (LAS) enables children to deal with their learning and behavioral needs and works as an external stimulus where various distractions can be thrown into and distract the subject. Therapists teach children how to interact with the 3D dolphins with the use of simple hand gestures to prompt the dolphin to respond. After a while, through this reinforcement, the child with ASD progresses and acquires other gestures, learns to respond to dolphin sounds and even dialogues with the virtual dolphins, thus obtaining communication skills.

B. Hearing Impairment

Reference [19] describes an e-training tool designed to help hearing-impaired children learn and practice words in Thai language more correctly. The tool uses speech technologies, e.g. speech recognition and computer animation, to overcome the limitations of the traditional face-to-face speech therapy on three aspects: Teaching, Training, and Tracking.

Ref. [20] developed a software system for Persian hearing-impaired children. With the use of a creative, entertaining combination of multimedia material the system offers about 300 videos of different articulations, plus hand tracked schemes of 26 different tongue-positioning, which facilitate the interaction and
synchronization of language learning activities conducted both at home and in speech therapy centers. The results of the preliminary tests on hearing-impaired children aged from 2 to 6 years, showed the successful integration of the designed system into the convenient method used by speech therapists in Iran.

C. Language Disorders

Language disorders, affect the expression and understanding of language as well as reading and writing. Traditional therapy and ICTs, therefore, aim at improving the patients’ ability to communicate by enhancing the remaining language abilities and restore the affected ones as much as possible [21].

Ref. [22] investigated the benefits of remote speech-therapy by interviewing six aphasic patients after receiving a 6 month remote computer-based word-retrieval therapy. Their research concluded in a positive response by both patients and therapists. Patients reported a sense of increased autonomy and therapists outlined improvement in language abilities and increase in self-esteem. On the other side, however, was the amount of time spent in practice, which was deprived from other activities.

Ref. [23] recruited seven participants with word-finding difficulties associated with aphasia due to CVA, in order to examine whether remote speech-therapy can be beneficial in word-retrieval and in therapist time. Therapy was delivered 3-6 times a week for 27 weeks from the clients’ home-computer. The software included a wide range of therapy tasks and feedback. Comparison between pre and post-therapy language assessments and participant interviews presented intensive use of the system and improvement on word-retrieval, proving this mode of therapy to be acceptable and effective.

Project CIRCA (Computer Interactive Reminiscence and Conversation Aid) as described by [24] is a computer-based multimedia tool that uses interactive multimedia in order to stimulate long-term memory, thus prompting verbal and non-verbal communication in people with dementia. After testing in two subject groups—one consisting of people with dementia and one of caregivers— it has been concluded that it augments patients’ conversational autonomy; it promotes a relaxed interaction atmosphere and a more naturalistic conversation experience by removing pressure from the caregivers to continually prompt and finally CIRCA prompted memories from a number of individuals that none of the caregivers had heard before.

Ref. [25] developed and reviewed a computer-assisted treatment for word retrieval deficits using Cued Naming exercises of MossTalk Words. Their therapy system is a hierarchical, multi-modality cueing protocol under clinician-guided and self-guided instruction. Their review showed that computer-assisted treatment can benefit not only clinical-setting therapy, but also one-to-one speech therapy and concluded that those benefits extend to chronic aphasic individuals with significant phonologically based deficits.

Ref. [26] makes an evaluation of a hybrid desktop-handheld system developed to support individuals with aphasia. The system uses images and sound on a PC, which are then downloaded to a mobile device and can be used by patients to support communication outside the home.

Ref. [27] investigated the effects of the Multi-Mode Matching Exercises module of MossTalk Words for improving word comprehension and retrieval in individuals with aphasia. Five patients with semantic and phonologic anomia were trained via computer with MossTalk multi-mode matching exercises (spoken and written word/picture matching) paired with spoken rehearsal. One month after training it was evident that picture naming performance remained above baseline levels proving that computerized lexical training exercises may lead to increases in word comprehension and production.

Ref. [28] introduced an Online Multimedia Language Assistant for individuals with aphasia called W2ANE. It has two main components, OMLA, an online multimedia library and ViVA, an adaptive vocabulary scaffold. The difference between W2ANE and similar systems is that W2ANE offers more modalities of multimedia data including videos and non-speech audio. Users are provided with online applications for looking up unknown words, practicing pronunciation and accessing content, thus enabling flexibility and language rehabilitation.

Ref. [12] presents the MAS learning platform for children with disabilities and cerebral palsy. MAS platform is a flexible and scalable software platform that integrates technologies in order to enable users to use adaptive games, aiming at monitoring and developing social and cognitive skills of children with disabilities. Preliminary results of implementation presented good acceptance levels both by users and educators.

Ref. [29] undertakes the matter of “telehealth” and adds telehealth the delivery of direct treatment through the use of ICTs. With the use of a virtual desktop the client is in real-time contact with the therapist and work together using on-screen materials, such as scanned worksheets and documents, or computer applications. After six weeks of treatment, all clients having suffered a stroke presented improvement in their cognitive and communication skills equivalent to a similar face-to-face treatment.

Ref. [30] also examines the effectiveness of MossTalk Words in two patients with anoma. The study proved that this computer-naming treatment program helped both patients improve their language abilities, maintain some of the therapeutic gains on the trained items and show generalization to a sentence production task one month post treatment.

In ref. [31] 17 people between 31 to 70 years old with chronic non-fluent aphasia and apraxia of speech participated in a 9-weeks treatment program using a computerized conversational script training program called AphasiaScriptsTM. The aim of the study was to investigate the relationship between amount of treatment and improvement on conversational script performance in persons with chronic non-fluent aphasia, and second to investigate the influence of severity of language impairment on this relationship. The results showed that the amount of treatment had a significant correlation with improvement both in content and in rate, especially in people with more severe aphasia.
A year later [32] examined the use of MossTalk Words in a patient with semantic dementia (SD) in an attempt to reinstate lost words. A client suffering from SD was exposed to the same errorless learning approach administered via a computer-based treatment for anomia. Four months after therapy, the client showed improvement on naming and also maintenance and generalization of gains, in contrast to other patients with SD reported in the literature that have been treated with different methods.

Reference [33] worked with adults with aphasia and apraxia of speech in a mixed paper-digital interface prototype using multimodal digital pens. In their paper they discuss the utility of multimodal paper-digital interfaces to assist therapy, which is believed to be particularly promising for speech-language therapy. The Livescribe Pulse Smartpen is a novel kind of digital pen that captures and recognizes paper-based handwriting with audio recording and playback and also allows custom-made applications to be deployed directly on the pen. Besides of being cost-effective, this technology is also considered beneficial for supporting therapy.

D. Speech Disorders

Speech disorders are presented through misarticulations of sounds, voice quality problems, dysfluencies and phonological disorders, while sometimes there may be a combination of the above mentioned problems. In most cases ICTs may assist the load of therapy for therapists and clients [13, 34].

i. Dysarthria and Dyspraxia

Ref. [14] describes an EU-funded research project called “Ortho-Logo-Paedia” (OLP) which aims at becoming a novel technological aid for improving the life quality of people with speech disorders. This project integrates speech training with speech recognition technology making these facilities available over the Internet. The system has three major components: 1. OPTACIA that provides the client with real-time visual feedback about his speech; 2. GRIFOS, which is a speaker-dependent, small-vocabulary, automatic speech recognition system and 3. TELEMACHOS, which will apply distance-learning principles based on web database technology to provide the system’s remote tutoring and monitoring ability.

Ref. [35] presents results of trials of the STARDUST (Speech Training and Recognition for Dysarthric Users of Assistive Technology) to evaluate how Automatic speech recognition (ASR) can be used in a computerized training package to help patients with severe dysarthria improve the recognition likelihood and consistency of their vocalizations. Initial results presented good speech recognition rates for people with even the most severe dysarthria.

Ref. [36] introduces the development of STRAPTk, as part of the STARDUST project, a speech training toolkit for severely dysarthric speakers that aims at providing such speakers with access to devices for communication. The users of STRAPTk operate the software with a console allowing the instructors and clients to work at a high level graphic environment. The software prompts the patient to speak and then receive visual feedback, and at the same time gives the therapist the opportunity to go over the client’s performance by reviewing the recorded speech material. The results of the trials on 5 severely dysarthric speakers showed that 3 out of 5 users presented an increase in the mean recognition probabilities for most words.

Ref. [37] describes a computer program based on the Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT) for Parkinson disease patients aiming at improving the voice and speech of patients, while at the same time overcoming the barriers of traditional LSVT. The paper presents the research and development of the virtual LSVT and also detects the disadvantages of the project that mainly focus on the lack of clinical judgment regarding the client’s performance.

Ref. [34] presents “SpeechKit”, a multimedia system used to assist in the intervention on motor impaired patients. Therapists may use screen prompts together with high quality digitized speech, instead of the usual paper-based prompts, thus making their work more effortless. In order for the system to be developed, the Asymetrix Toolbook has been used, whilst currently there is a more advanced system under development, specifically aimed at people with motor speech disorders.

Ref. [21] presents the results of the use of three different algorithms -DIRECT, Powell, and Nelder-Mead optimization algorithms- on a new magnetic localization system that aims at tracking tongue motion in the 3-D oral cavity. A magnet permanently attached to the tongue is used as a tracer to send signals to a 3-D magneto-inductive sensor array outside the mouth and wirelessly transmit them to a computer. The Powell algorithm has been found to more sufficient for the intended application in real-time tracking of the tongue motion.

Ref. [38] describes “E-learning based Speech Therapy” (EST) a tool used in the Netherlands aiming at providing remote, personalized, yet cost-effective Speech Therapy to dysarthric patients. A central server hosts two types of audio files: target speech files in MP3 format and recorded speech files uploaded by patients in wav format, accessible by a desktop computer or a laptop with internet connection. Therapists provide their patients with a personalized speech training program from the audio examples of target speech, stored at the server that patients download, listen and imitate as accurate as possible. Finally, their utterances are compared to the examples and uploaded to the server. The drawback of this method is the lack of visual feedback that would enhance their auditory discrimination abilities, that may be affected by subsequent cognitive problems or hearing loss.

ii. Voice Disorders

Ref. [39] investigated the telehealth model of delivering voice therapy at a distance in terms of feasibility, client satisfaction and effectiveness of therapy. Data was gathered to develop a telehealth vocal rehabilitation protocol, while 12 participants received face-to-face therapy and 19 were treated via video-teleconferencing. Results pointed that via telehealth, patients have received the same quality of therapy and revealed high satisfaction. However, successful
operationalization was diminished by administrative and technical issues.

Ref. [40] presents one of 16 MedCal e-learning projects, especially created for training Medical or Speech Therapy students on impaired voice quality and hoarseness, called DYSPHONIA. The program contains voice samples and analysis along with images and video clips of various pathological conditions. It offers students the opportunity to witness examination techniques, therapeutic sessions, and surgical interventions.

iii. Articulatory and Phonological Disorders

Ref. [41] describes the first web-based tool for technology-assisted speech therapy called “Telelogos” tested in Greece and the UK. The tool contains a series of tests that allow therapists to assess the phonological maturity of the child and analyze its phonological system and then decide on the best treatment for each client.

Ref. [42] presents “Pre-Lingua”, “Vocaliza” and “Cu’entame”, three speech therapy tools aiming at helping people improve their communication abilities in terms of phonology, articulation and descriptive and comprehensive language respectively. Even though they are focused on Spain and Latin America, they may supply an easy interface for speech therapy in any language encouraging improvements on functionality and robustness of informatic applications.

TERAPERS project is a system that assists therapists when treating dyslalia in Romanian preschoolers as described by [43]. The system involves a wide range of research areas including artificial intelligence, virtual reality, digital signal processing and digital electronic and psychology. The main advantage of this system is that the therapist can save time from creating exercises and can be more concentrated on therapy.

Ref. [44] introduced an e-learning system for improving articulation in Greek preschoolers. The software that could be downloaded from the internet, recreated a game named “You’ve got talent” coaching the child in multiple articulation tasks and also providing feedback. The results of the study on this software showed that children not only improved their articulation but they also increased on language activities success by acquiring new vocabulary.

Ref. [45] presents an improved CBST system that was designed, named LOGOMON (Logopedics Monitor), which contains Children Manager, 3D Articulator Model, and Homework Manager all installed on the child’s PC aiming at improving pre-school children’s articulation. The advantages of using an expert system to generate exercise were more therapy time, predictability, explanation of results and a close interpersonal relationship between the speech therapist and the child.

IV. CONCLUSION

This current study summarized some of the most representative studies of the last decade regarding the ICT usage in Speech Therapy that could facilitate the life of patients with speech and language disorders, therapists and caregivers as well. Even though at first therapists were reluctant about the appearance of technology in their field of ascendency, it seems that their behavior has turned significantly over the past decade. ICT is now considered a tool that assists and sometimes even achieves quicker and more efficient results where traditional therapy fails. We attempted to present the multiple types of ICT in Speech therapy according to assessment, intervention and types of disorders. There are domains that are efficiently covered by the existing ICTs and there are others for whom research is still in an early stage and further needs to be conducted.
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